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Abstract. In this Letter I argue that the Surrogate Method, used to extract the fast neutron capture
cross section on actinide target nuclei, which has important practical application for the next generation
of breeder reactors, and the Trojan Horse Method employed to extract reactions of importance to nuclear
astrophysics, have a common foundation, the Inclusive Non-Elastic Breakup (INEB) Theory. Whereas
the Surrogate Method relies on the premise that the extracted neutron cross section in a (d, p) reaction is
predominantly a compound-nucleus one, the Trojan Horse Method assumes a predominantly direct process
for the secondary reaction induced by the surrogate fragment. In general, both methods contain both direct
and compound contributions, and I show how these seemingly distinct methods are in fact the same but at
diﬀerent energies and diﬀerent kinematic regions. The unifying theory is the rather well developed INEB
theory.

The recent upsurge of interest in two-step nuclear reactions stems from two reasons; application to reactor
technology, and nuclear astrophysics. In the ﬁrst, the Surrogate Method (SM), was proposed to eventually yield
fast-neutron compound-nucleus cross sections of its reaction with 238 U, 232 Th and other targets in the actinide
region [1–3], of potential important practical use in future fast breeder reactors. The major motivation of the
SM is the uncertainty about information obtained from
a Hauser-Feshbach calculation of the CN reaction of interest owing to the uncertainty concerning the ﬁnal decay channel’s characteristics, density of states etc. To obtain the CN cross section, the SM actually measures the
relevant CN reaction cross section of interest induced by
the surrogate neutron in a (d, p) reaction. This reaction
supplies the “fast” neutrons while the proton is detected
and its spectrum is analyzed and used to extract, say,
n + A → CN → y + B. Thus the proton is detected in
coincidence with y, or if the ﬁnal channel is the ﬁssion of
the CN, with one of the ﬁssion fragments.
Of course the SM can be used in other reactions
besides the (d, p). Let us call the projectile nucleus a,
and the target A. Here a is assumed to be composed of
two fragments a = b + x. The detected fragment is b,
while the fragment that interacts with A and forms the
a
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compound nucleus is denoted by x. The assumed form
of the cross section for the case where the ﬁnal decay
channel of the 
compound nucleus, (x + A) is y + B is
SM
= KSM × l [F(x+A,l) · G(f,l) ], where KSM is a kineσ(a,b)
matical factor, F(x+A,l) is the formation probability of the
compound nucleus (x + A) at angular momentum l, while
G(i,l) is the branching ratio for the decay of this compound
nucleus into the ﬁnal channel, f , at angular momentum
l. Within the Hauser-Feshbach
theory this branching ratio is given by G(f,l) = T(f,l) /[ g T(g,l) ], with T indicating the transmission coeﬃcient. The total compound nucleus cross section (fusion) is the inclusive
 sum over all
SM
ﬁnal decay channels, σcapture
= K(SM ) l F(x+A,l) . Going back to the (d, p) reaction, it would be particularly
useful to use the SM to obtain the capture cross section,
a + A → CN → (A + 1) + γ. Unfortunately this particular CN decay channel, the γ emission leaving the (A + n)
ﬁnal nucleus in the ground state, is very sensitive to the
spin distribution [4], making a SM determination of the
capture cross section diﬃcult. If the neutron capture cross
section measurements were to be attained within the SM
in the future it would be of great value in nuclear astrophysics as it supplies n capture cross section important
in element production through the s-process of supernova
explosion.
The second application is in the ﬁeld of nucleosynthesis in nova evolution and the production of elements
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such as sodium. Since the cross sections of reactions which
yield these intermediate-light nuclei at the astrophysical
energies of interest, of a few keVs, is very small, one relies on the so-called Trojan Horse Method (THM) [5–8].
Within this method involving the reaction of a projectile,
a = b+x, with a target, A, one is interested in, say, the direct reaction x+A → y +B, so the cross section is written
(b)
as σT HM = KT HM × |φ(kb )|2 × σ(x + A → y + B), where
K is a kinematic factor, and φ is the internal wave function of the primary projectile, a, and kb is the momentum
of the detected spectator fragment, b. The merit of the
THM resides in the premise that since x is brought about
at the target position by the surrogate ion, a, most of the
hindering eﬀect of the Coulomb barrier is gone and the reaction x + A → y + B would proceed eﬀectively above the
Coulomb barrier. The other problem that complicates the
measurement of, say, the reaction x + A → y + B at low
energies for use in nuclear astrophysics is electron screening present if x is a primary projectile. However the THM
supplies a secondary x projectile at above-barrier energies,
as explained above, and accordingly the electron screening
problem is avoided. These conditions, no Coulomb barrier
to surpass, and no electron screening, allows the extraction of the desired cross section, x + A → y + B through
the reaction a + A → b + x + A → b + y + B, with relative ease even at the extremely low energies required to
simulate the nova environment, Ea = 100–400 keV. As an
example, the reaction 18 F(p, α)15 O is the desired reaction
and the measured one is d(18 F, α15 O)n, in the quasi-elastic
regime (higher energies and appropriate kinematics). The
THM has been very useful in supplying the astrophysical
S-factor of relevant reactions in diﬀerent scenarios and
energies at which the direct measurements are either not
feasible or do not exist.
I will argue in this note that the two seemingly different methods, SM and THM, have a common foundation; the Inclusive Non-Elastic Breakup theory (INEB).
According to this theory [9–12], the cross section for
the observation of the spectator fragment, b, is gener(b)
(x+A)
. The kineally given by σ(IN EB) = K(IN EB) · σ̃R
matical factor K(IN EB) contains the density of states
of the observed fragment, ρb (Eb ) = μb kb /[(2π)3 h̄3 ], and
the internal projectile wave function modiﬁed total reaction cross section of the Surrogate or Trojan Horse
(x+A)
, tends, at higher energies, to
fragment x, [13], σ̃R
(x+A)
the usual total reaction cross section σR
. The resulting b spectrum becomes the Serber cross section [14],
(x+A)
b
= K(Serber) |Φa (kb )|2 σR
. It is clear that the
σ(Serber)
reaction cross section of the x + A system is the sum of
the direct cross section which is the sum of processes that
proceed with short time delay and the compound nucleus
cross section (incomplete fusion of a or complete fusion of
x) corresponding to the sum of statistical processes that
(x+A)
(x+A)
+ σ̃CN .
proceed with long time delay, σ̃ (x+A) = σ̃D
Each of these components is a sum of exclusive pro
(x+A)
x+A
= i σ̃(x
+ A → (y + B)i ), while σ̃CN =
cesses, σ̃D

i KCN × [G(x+A) Ti /
j Tj ]. The Surrogate Method involves the extraction of the neutron capture cross section
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in a (d, p) reaction. This amounts to use the INEB cross
section for the observed proton in this reaction and extract
(n+A)
(p)
= σ(IN EB) /K(IN EB) . In view of
from the data, σ̃R
the discussion given above, this cross section may contain
a direct piece and this has to be calculated and subtracted
from the reaction cross section to obtain the capture cross
section. In the case of n + 238 U, the direct component can
be estimated by performing a coupled channels calculation of inelastic excitation of the rotational states in this
deformed target nucleus. Recent works [15–19], were directed towards the justiﬁcation of the SM cross section
using the INEB theory of [9–12]. For a recent review of
this topic I direct the reader to [20].
(x+A)
. The exclusive proThe THM is contained in σ̃D
cess of interest A(x, y)B, is one of the reactions that con(x+A)
. Of course, in practice, several approxitributes to σ̃D
mations are used to simplify the analysis, such as approximating the eﬀect of the surrogate nature of x, namely
its oﬀ shell nature, by adding its binding energy in a to
(x+A)
(x+A)
by σD
, and acits laboratory energy, replacing σ̃D
counting for the Fermi motion of b through the density
|φ(kb )|2 .
Finally, the assumptions that the SM involves the
compound-nucleus formation and decay of the n + A system, while the THM involves the direct reaction process
x + A → y + B are only approximate as in general both
processes may contain both compound and direct contributions. This is clearly manifest in the INEB theory, which
supplies the internal primary projectile structure modiﬁed
total reaction cross section of the n+A or x+A subsystem.
I hope that in this note I have elucidated the similarities between the Surrogate Method and the Trojan Horse
Method. Practitioners of these methods would certainly
beneﬁt from the experience of each other and the community at large would be the winner.
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